JOIN THE ACAPPELLA ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN

**KORUSO**
Koruso is an a cappella chamber choir that focuses on repertoire from the 20th & 21st centuries. We are passionate about choral music and creating engaging performances. We believe choral music fosters unity, family, and individuality through musical expression & teamwork. We hope to engage the community through masterclasses and virtual performances.

**THE A CAPPELLA PROJECT**
The A Cappella Project (TAP) is a non-competitive group that aims to create an inclusive environment where all singers, beginner and experienced, can thrive. Focusing primarily on creating a community through socials, fundraisers for the club, interactive rehearsal experiences, and performances; then secondarily towards small competitions and the pursuit of excellence.

**REPERCUSSIONS**
Repercussions is Western University’s first and only all-upper voice competitive a cappella group. In the world of a cappella, upper voice groups are often looked down upon due to their inability to produce low bass notes that contribute to a fuller sound, but this group was created in 2019 with the goal of rewriting this narrative and inspiring women along the way.

**EQUIVOX**
Equivox is Western’s all-gender competitive a cappella group. Founded in 2017, our members arrange, choreograph, and perform songs of various music genres with a focus on pop. We have competed in the International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella (ICCA) Quarter Finals three times. Equivox’s welcoming nature and evolving sound has provided students an unforgettable a cappella experience.